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Magnetic fields are ubiquitous in the Sun, yet, sunspots are their largest 
manifestation

They expand over large scales and are long lived (days to months)

Yet, they also show a wealth of fine structure still unresolved by current 
telescopes

Moreover, they host a large variety of magneto-convective modes:

umbra and umbral dots, characterised by vertical fields and ‘slow’ to 
absent dynamics

penumbra, characterised by horizontal fields embedded in a less inclined 
background field and carrying strong plasma flows (Evershed flows)

light bridges host horizontal fields embedded in the vertical umbral fields 
and show strong shear motions
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boundaries embedded in the vigorous solar convection what already 
hints towards their intimate coupling

Sunspot connectivity and dynamism in the Active Region also generate 
a number of structures all along the solar atmosphere: canopy, 
superpenumbra, microjets, reversed Evershed flow, umbral flashes and 
running penumbral waves, prominences,..and host large solar flares

Sunspots are understood to be deeply rooted and form as footpoints of 
flux ropes rising through the convection zone all the way to the corona

Sunspot structure expands well beyond its visible photospheric 
boundary by accelerating a moat (out-)flow which shapes the sunspot 
moat cell in which moving magnetic features migrate outwards 
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Sunspots form, develop, live and decay embedded in the solar 
convection and are dependent on the magnetic solar cycle

They have been observed and investigated extensively, yet, many 
aspects of sunspots are still not fully understood

Sunspots



How do sunspots form? 

How is this large amount of magnetic flux gathered?  

Why do certain pores become sunspots?   

Why some large pores never develop penumbra?  

How is penumbra formed?  

Is the stable penumbra continuously fed by the canopy? 

What is the role of light bridges during sunspot formation?  

What is hidden in the dark umbrae?  

How do sunspots decay?  

What is the role of the moat flow?

Outline



How do sunspot form?  
— Flux emergence
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Flux rope emerges in strands but with deeply rooted feet  
—> bipoles (serpentine fields) 

!

Bipoles merge together to form larger magnetic concentrations 
—> small pores 

!

Pores coalesce (typically) trapping granulation in between ->  
 
      (a) pores with light bridges  
 
      (b) protospots with ligth bridges

Sunspot formation — Coalescence

Cheung et al. (2010)



How is the flux gathered  
to form sunspots



Spot formation — Flux gathering
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Continuum BLOS magnetogram Dopplergram

Schliche et al. (2010), GFPI/VTT data  
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Continuum BLOS magnetogram Dopplergram

Schliche et al. (2010), GFPI/VTT data  

Rezaei et al. (2012): NOAA11024 leading spot
Sunspot magnetic flux increases in 4h:  1.6x1021Mx —>  2.4x1021Mx
Equivalent to form a fully-fledge sunspot (1022Mx) within 2.3 days
Newly emerged magnetic concentrations carry ~ 3x1018Mx



From a pore to a sunspot



From a pore to a sunspot

P. Lindner, Master Thesis (KIS, 2018)  
GRIS/GREGOR data

From a small sample:



The Jurčák criterion is an empirical law stating that the umbral boundary 
of stable sunspots can be equivalently defined by a continuum intensity 
Ic or a vertical magnetic field component Bverstable 

I.e. in areas with Bver > Bverstable, only the umbral mode of convection 
exists, hindering other modes of magneto-convection 

The Jurčák criterion

A conjecture can also be stated from these 
findings:  

umbral areas with Bver < Bverstable are 
unstable against more vigorous modes of 
convection, i.e. they are prone to vanish. 

 Bverstable  = 1.867 +- 0.018kG in Hinode data

Jurčák et al. (2018)



Penumbra formation



! ! Fully-fledged penumbra in sunspots!

Well characterised properties from observations 

Also, simulations can reproduce most of the observed  
properties. They provide us with some insight on the  
processes possibly running behind sunspot penumbra 

Forming penumbra in sunspots!
Penumbra formation is a relatively fast process (few hours) 

Therefore, it eludes its observation with enough spatial  
resolution from both ground- and space-based observations 

Also, there are only few theoretical studies addressing the  
mechanism(s) of penumbra formation 

! ! Orphan penumbra!
Penumbra not connected to any umbra/pore 

Typically observed in regions with complex magnetic  
topology, e.g., close to AR neutral lines 
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In sunspots!
Observation 1: umbra hosts vertical fields 

Observation 2: penumbral filaments host horizontal fields 

Observation 3: penumbrae forms at expenses of umbrae 

!

!

  

  Conclusion:  
  Vertical umbral fields bend down to form penumbra

How is penumbra formed?



In sunspots: !

Fallen flux tubes? 

Penumbra formation  
simulations: missing 

High-res observations missing 
(only few exist — target of 
opportunity)

How is penumbra formed?
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In sunspots: !

Fallen flux tubes? 

Penumbra formation  
simulations: missing 

High-res observations missing 
(only few exist — target of 
opportunity)

How is penumbra formed?

Wentzel (1992)

Chromospheric halos preceding 
photospheric penumbra formation  
(Shimizu et al. 2012, Romano et al. 2013)



How is penumbra formed?

Li et al.  (2018), GST data

(1) Indications that rudimentary penumbra forms from flux emergence 
(2) Indications that a penumbral sector forms at expenses of umbral flux



How is penumbra formed?

Li et al.  (2018), GST data

(1) Indications that rudimentary penumbra forms from flux emergence 
(2) Indications that a penumbral sector forms at expenses of umbral flux

!
 Two mechanisms to form penumbra in the same region?  
!
      - First, trapped emerging flux, and then.. 
      - Umbral (vertical) field falls into penumbral (horizontal) field? 



In sunspots: !

Fallen flux tubes? 

Penumbra formation  
simulations: missing 

High-res observations missing 
(only few exist — target of 
opportunity)

How is penumbra formed?

Wentzel (1992)

!

Orphan penumbra: !

From cannibalising umbrae  
= fallen field lines  
(Jurcak et al. 2017) 

From flux emergence  
trapped in the photosphere  
by overlying (pre-existing)  
magnetic fields  
Kuckein et al. (2011), Lim et al. (2013),  
Zuccarello et al. (2014),  

 
 



Orphan penumbra forms by  
cannibalising its umbra  
(because the umbra did not  
meet the Jurcak criterion)

Does penumbra need an uncombed structure?

Jurcak et al. (2017), Hinode

Is the background  
component present 

during the 
cannibalisation?



Onset of penumbral filaments
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Is the canopy continuously feeding the 
penumbra?



Is the canopy continuously feeding  stable penumbrae?

Rempel (2011)



What is the role of light bridges during 
sunspot formation/development?



What is the role of LBs during spot formation?

 NOAA11024 developed out of 2 coalescent individual pores separated by a light bridge  

  Swirl motion of umbral dots in upper umbral core 
  Light bridge shear motions  
  Curved filaments around this umbral core 
!
—> Individual twist of the upper umbral core 

Bello Glez. et al. (2012), Rezaei et al. (2012)
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sunspots by coalescence of pores, the fusion is never complete and  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distribution of umbral dots in the interstices between fragments. These  
are the regions along which the break up of spots occurs.
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What is it hidden in the dark umbra?

Is the umbra fully  
magneto-convective  

or are the darkest umbral  
areas radiative? 

Schliche et al. (2016), BBI/GREGOR data

What is the structure hidden by 
the umbral darkness and stray 

light?



Sunspot decay



Sunspot penumbra formation

Penumbra decay:  
Indications that the penumbral field  

becomes vertical



How do sunspots decay?

M. Schmassmann, Master Thesis (KIS, 2018)
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Highly demanding observations  

Target of opportunity not easy to witness:  
fast (~hours) process

Context information (large FoV) required

Long time series required

Sunspot formation observations — Summary



Sunspot formation observations — Summary

Multi-wavelength observations:  
photosphere - mid photosphere - chromosphere -  corona 

High-resolution: penumbral filament formation  
  granule -> elongated granule -> penumbral filament 


